
Superintendent Update:  October 18, 2019 

Quote for the week:  “The greatest explorer on the earth never takes voyages as 

long as those of the man who descends to the depth of the heart.”—Julien Green 

 

Why the Best Leaders Have a Big 
Heart 

 

To be clear, there are as many different leadership styles as there are people. Yes, lots 

of smart people have created models to define and describe basic leadership styles, 

and yet all of us bring our uniqueness to the equation too. Perhaps the simplest of 

leadership style models divides leaders into “people leaders” and “task leaders”. 

The truth? 

Leaders must be focused on both tasks and people – leaning too far either way can 

cause challenges for the leader and those following them. The cleaner and less 

complicated approach is to lean towards the task focus. Here is the rationale for this 

position: 
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“I was hired to do a job, to get a result. As long as I am getting the results, and the 

tasks are being completed, that is all that matters. I wasn’t hired to be a friend; I was 

hired to get people to the goal.” 

All of that is true, and yet the balance to this approach is to recognize that you are 

leading people, not managing assets or resources. If you personally lean toward the 

task focus, I hope the list below challenges you. If you already lean toward a people 

focus perhaps you will find some validation here, but more importantly, I hope you 

notice where to put your heart, as you lead towards the results and goals in front of 

you.  People are looking for a “Heart of Gold.” 

When I talk about leaders having a big heart, I am talking about five factors that lead 

with the letters in HEART. 

Human. You are human and if you want to lead others more effectively, they must 

see you as such. You make mistakes and you have weaknesses. When you let others 

see that and recognize it in yourself, people will see you as more real (and if you think 

they don’t see your weaknesses because you don’t mention them, you are fooling 

yourself anyway). When your team can see more of the real you, they are more likely 

to choose to follow. 

Empathy. There is a difference between sympathy and empathy and it is important 

here. Sympathy is a feeling of care and understanding for the suffering and feelings of 

others. Empathy on the other hand, is understanding what others are feeling because 

you have experienced it yourself or can put yourself in their shoes. Often leaders try to 

be sympathetic, yet empathy is far more powerful. The best leaders “put themselves in 

the shoes” of others by thinking of similar situations, or sharing their own related 

situations. We are much more likely to follow someone when we can identify with 

them in some way – true empathy is one of the best ways to do that. 

Attitude. Attitude isn’t about logic, it is all emotion. Many leaders downplay the 

importance of their attitude, but are the first to lament that the attitude of their team 

isn’t positive. Attitude is as contagious as any virus, and the most contagious member 

of your team is you as the leader. It is OK to be disappointed and frustrated, and 

showing that to your team in small doses can be quite powerful. But they also need to 

see your positive passion and belief on display as often as possible. 

Relationships. People want to be led by people they know and like. If you want to 

lead more effectively, find ways to connect with and get to know more about more of 

your team members. Remember that your goal isn’t to make friends (though that 



might happen), but rather to be friendly and genuinely interested in others. While 

there isn’t a formula, leading from your heart certainly includes building stronger and 

more lasting working relationships with others. 

Trust. Ask yourself this question; are you more likely to follow someone you trust, or 

someone you don’t? Hint – others are just like you so trust matters, a lot. They want to 

follow someone they trust, and that can be you. Trust deserves more than this short 

treatment, but let’s just say this: trust is both a noun and a verb. If you want to build 

others’ trust in you (the noun), trust them more (the verb). In other words, to get more 

of the noun, do more of the verb. 

All five of these components acknowledge that we are leading, living, breathing, 

feeling human beings. When through our behaviors we show people we remember 

this, we can get the results we want and need through cooperation, belief and 

confidence, and not just from the facts and objectives. 

Ultimately the best leaders do realize that they must bring their heart to their work. It 

is your work as an individual leader to figure out exactly how you will do that. Our 

kids need “hearts of gold.”  Dr. Myers 

 

Heart of God by Neil Young.  Press Control and left click.  Enjoy! 

https://youtu.be/MkGOrIBCcg4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/MkGOrIBCcg4


 

News for the week: 

I will be turning in the spirit shirt orders on Tuesday.  Please get me your order on 

Monday if interested in a shirt.  I will email the choices to individuals if you need me 

to. 

Making a little progress on the MPV Auditorium.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Our gym floor at MHS is being re-finished.  Here is the finished product, a 

conceptual, and some work being performed this week.  





 



Here are some photos from the Fall Festival.  Everyone had a blast I think.  





 



Here are some pictures of a few students from the past week. 
 
Payton King with her lamb Sully. She showed at Arkansas State Fair last Friday. 
Payton’s lamb placed 1st in its class, was division 6 champion, and placed 13th overall. 
 
Holly Roe with her dad Lonnie showing her broilers at Arkansas State Fair this 
past weekend. She placed 12th overall. 
 
Braxton Sumpter welded a custom flat head screwdriver that Mrs.Sawrie designed for 
Mrs. Milmon’s embroidery machine. 
 
Bobby Brown MIG welded for the first time ever today. He really enjoyed it!  







 



 



Mr. Hood practicing other skills. 

 



 

Happy Autumn! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Senior Volleyball players Paige Childers and Katie Childers with parents and giving 

Coach Edwards a “Pie Face.”    









 

 


